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World-class pedigree in developing and delivering shopper marketing, trade marketing, sales and the digital learning solutions

We are part of a global network

Using our partner 
network, we work 
with our clients to 
produce onsite, 
blended, or 
completely 
online solutions 
to deliver the 
best return on 
investment and 
learning methods



Developed from proven methods & 

techniques of leading marketing experts and 

authors, Toby Desforges and Mike Anthony

(‘The Shopper Marketing Revolution’)
Recently rated as the two top influencers in the shopper marketing space

- Olga Yurovski from Shopperations 

World-class pedigree in developing and delivering shopper marketing, trade marketing, sales and the digital learning solutions

Shopper Marketing Experts offers a powerful, practical 
& truly global approach to shopper marketing that will 

change the way you market, forever.

TOBY DESFORGES MIKE ANTHONY



40+ modules 90 hrs
CORE       INTERMEDIATE       EXPERT

Each module contains micro content 
pieces - reading, video, podcasts, blogs, 
graphic organisers & short quizzes for 
practical application

Easily pick up where you left off and 

monitor progress

We offer end to end total marketing learning 
accessible via any device 24x7x365



Source: WalMart Inc.

Six decades of one-stop shopping
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Something is happening to the way people shop…
One Global Trend - fragmentation



Specialist retailers tempt people who buy 
with curated product



Recipe Boxes steal fresh food and ingredient sales



Subscription services grab a small but 
significant share

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUG9qYTJMsI


And then, of course, there are the discounters



Convenience stores continue to grow 
aggressively in many parts of the world



People are making different choices about which 
stores and categories in which they invest their time



Multi-Brand 
retailers Online grocers Online shopping malls Marketplaces

Brand stores B2B Subscription sites Niche-specialists

‘Online’ is morphing continually into multiple 
channels



In-home devices might change the face of shopping 



Everyone’s 
journey to 
purchase is 
different…
and changing!

‘ONE SIZE 
FITS ALL’ 
WILL NOT 
WORK



“The systematic creation 
and application of 

elements of the 
marketing mix to affect 

positive change in 
shopper behavior in 

order to drive 
consumption of a brand”

True, integrated 
shopper marketing 
makes in-store 
investment work



Integrating shopper marketing creates 
coherent links between the end consumer 

and the in-store environment

CONSUMERS SHOPPERS MARKETING MIXCHANNELS INVESTMENT

31 2 4 5

Invest in executing 
the optimized mix

Determine the 
optimum mix

Define which 
channels should be 

prioritized

Which shoppers to 
target and 

behaviors to be 
influenced

Determine key 
consumption 

growth priorities



INTEGRATED STRATEGIC
SHOPPER MARKETING 

$1000

INDIVIDUAL

$125

$75
INDIVIDUAL

$650
TEAM OF 10

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE
SHOPPER MARKETING 

PROGRAMS

BUY NOW

$175
INDIVIDUAL

$1500
TEAM OF 10

$250 $2000

PRE ORDER NOW

https://shoppermarketingexperts.com/integrated-strategic-shopper-marketing-course/
mailto:champion@shoppermarketingexperts.com

